INTRODUCTION
Let Vo be a <S-ring of subsets of a nonempty set ft. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and L(X, Y) the Banach space of all bounded linear operators from X to Y.
A set function m: Vo -> L(X,Y) is called an operator valued measure countably additive in the strong operator topology if for every x E X the set function E -> m(E)x is a countably additive vector measure.
From now on, m will denote an operator valued measure countably additive in the strong operator topology.
We denote by G(Vo) the smallest cr-ring containing Vo-By a Vo-simple function on ft with values in X we mean a function of the form r / = ^2 XiXE > where x { E X, Ei E Vo and E { n Ej = 0 for i ^ j, i,j = 1,2,... ,r. Its integral is defined in the standard way.
For a function /: fl -> X and a set A C ft, put
where \f(t)\ denotes the norm of f(t). By ©(fl, X) we mean the Banach space of all bounded functions f: ft -± X with the supremum norm. 
The Li-norm of the function g is defined by m(flf,f2) = sup m(g,E).
Eee(V)
All terms not defined in this paper can be found in [2] , [3] and [4] .
In this paper, we prove the bounded convergence theorem for the Dobrakov in tegral, and we study the operator on <B(!Q) represented by the Dobrakov integral, where 03(12) is the space of all bounded measurable scalar valued functions with the usual supremum norm on ft. 
THE BOUNDED CONVERGENCE THEOREM

set E G V with m(F -E) < e such that (f n ) converges uniformly to f on E. Then f is integrable and f A f dm = lim f A f n dm for each A G &(V).
A n-)-oo A Proof. Suppose ||/ n ||n ^ K for all n. Let e > 0 be given. Then there exists a set E G V with m(F -E) < e such that (f n ) converges uniformly to / on E.
For each .4 E 6(P), we have
<2Ke. 
Thus the limit lim
exists a set E G 6(V) with m(F -E) < e such that (f n ) is a Cauchy sequence in the L\-norm on E. Then f is integrable and f A f dm = lim f A f n dm for each A G e(v).
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. Then there exists a set E G &(P) with m(F-E)
< e such that (/ n ) is a Cauchy sequence in the Li-norm on E. Suppose ||/||n ^ K for all n. Then the desired result follows immediately from the next relation:
for each Aee(V). D By £i9Jl(ra) or.£iT(ra) we denote the set of all measurable or integrable functions g, respectively, with m(g,tt) < oo. By £iT s (ra) we denote the closure in the Linorm of the set of all simple integrable functions T s in £i9Jt(m). By £i(ra) we denote the set of all functions g G £i9Jt(ra) whose Li-norms m(g, •) are continuous on e(V). It is well-known [3, Theorem 4] that £i(ra) C £iT s (ra) C £iT(ra) C £iЯЛ(m). Proof. Suppose that T is compact. Since g is measurable, F G &{V). By taking E £ = F for each e > 0 it follows that T £ = T and T £ is compact.
Corollary 2.3. Let (f n ) be a bounded sequence of integrable functions in *B(Sl,X) which converges m-almost everywhere to a measurable function f. If m is continuous on e(V) (i.e., if E n G e(V), E
To prove the converse, let e > 0. Then there exists E £ G &{V) with m(g, F-E £ ) < e such that T £ is compact.
Let U be the unit ball of Q5(ffc). Then {J E fgdm: / G U} is relatively compact. For / G U we have Hence ||T -T n || -^ m(# -g n , fi,). Since (^n) converges to g in the Li-norm and each T n is compact, T is compact.
• Now proceeding like in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we get the following corollary. 
